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Addiction, Escapism, Computer Games, and You 

 

 Everybody has a vice, some thing in their life that they feel that they can’t live 

without. Whether their drug of choice is cigarettes, alcohol, illicit drugs, the morning 

newspaper, or even computers, when it begins to take control it is most definitely a 

problem. What happens when a passionate hobby becomes a truly addictive behavior? 

Maressa Hecht Orzack, the coordinator of the computer addiction service at Boston’s 

McLean Hospital, is a modern expert in addictive behavior. She demands that being 

addicted to computers can be just as serious as that of other substances. She relates the 

idea to her own experience where she would “escape to solitaire” (Orzack 261)and to 

more widespread problems like internet gambling addictions. 

 

 Nowadays, there are many forms of distractions and levels of seriousness in 

which these addictions are found. With the advent of computer gaming over the internet a 

new “substance” addiction has been created. The draw of these online games, called 

MMORPGs (Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Games), is the sense of 

community and social identity they provide. “These are the types of games that 

completely engross the player. They are not games that you can play for 20 minutes and 

stop.” (Griffiths) Specifically, World of Warcraft, released in 2005 has been the primary 

use of many a computer gamers’ time since it was launched.  Unfortunately, many have 

made the transition from playing for entertainment to playing in order to feel complete. 

Many have lost their homes, friends, jobs, health, and even their lives to what many 



would be consider being “just a game”. It’s no small wonder that people have noticed the 

similarity to a drug addiction.  

 

  Health problems associated with abundant computer use and infrequent 

exercise has been the subject of major criticism in country with growing obesity 

problems. In 2006 the popular TV show South Park made a satire out of many of the 

problems associated with internet gaming in the episode “Make Love, Not Warcraft”. In 

the episode, the boys play the game World of Warcaft incessantly in order to fend off an 

evil character killing off the innocent players online. One character, Cartman, convinces 

the boys to play the game relentlessly instead of playing outside as they would normally. 

Over time, the boys began to gain mass amounts of weight and develop into hideous 

caricatures of their former selves. Even a cartoon can show how playing too much World 

of Warcaft instead of exercising can lead to obesity.  

 

 Potential health problems aside, people can become so involved with the game 

that it begins to take over their lives. It can be a means of escape by allowing users to 

enter a world that is not their own. A world where they can be what they want to be, and 

do what they choose to do. In a user community of 7 million and rising, World of 

Warcraft presents an opportunity to achieve the social necessities that we all crave. In 

situations where a single event, or quest, can take upwards of 6 hours to complete the 

amount of time spent in the game increases. The problem occurs when people begin to 

give more attention to their online avatars than they do to their own lives. Work, family 



and friends become less important to them as they become sucked into using an online 

identity that becomes more familiar to them than that of their own. 

 

“Tolerance, withdrawal and compulsive use are requisites for any diagnosis of 

dependency (American Psychiatric Association, 1994). Psychological tolerance is 

indicated by the need to spend increasing amounts of time on computer activities such as 

playing games.” (Orzack 262) The level of commitment required by World of Warcaft 

has in some cases lead to dire consequences. Take, for example, the story of a South 

Korean man who played without food or water and only a few short naps for three days. 

He was later found dead in his chair from a heart failure stemming from exhaustion. 

Naysayers might argue against this case because it is too extreme, and not representative 

of general use. It is, however, a perfect example of the potential for abuse. The 

consequences in this case are similar to that of a narcotics overdose; too much of a good 

thing, and you die. 

 

So what does this all mean? The consequences do not necessarily identify the 

cause. To quote Professor Orzack once more “Computer addiction is a combination of 

signs and symptoms that fit a dependency model, an impulse control disorder model, and 

are often [combined] with other psychiatric diagnoses” (Orzack 264). A person who 

plays World of Warcaft so much that it drastically affects their lives fits these 

descriptions. In order to obtain proper treatment one must be aware of the potential 

problems, and act accordingly if they begin to appear. Social therapy might be required in 

order to reorganize the priorities of an addicted individual. Unlike computer addiction in 



general, it is possible to stop playing the game indefinitely in order to help this process 

along. This is because a computer game is not a necessary factor in normal daily life. The 

problem is that treatment is not readily available because the problem is not taken 

seriously. By acknowledging addiction to World of Warcraft and other similar games as a 

serious though infrequent problem treatment can be provided for those in need. By 

decreasing the amount of time spent online, by decreasing their dependency on their 

online identities, and with appropriate psychiatric therapy, people can continue to enjoy 

World of Warcaft without letting it control their lives. 
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